NSW AI N-Shot

Solution Summary

AI N-shot can automatically read of measuring instruments in various equipment and increases the efficiency of inspection work with improved level of accuracy and working-speed. AI N-shot is a service that automatically acquires and quantifies gauge value through AI imaging analysis. Low power efficiency and real-time processing are made possible by DRP-AI of RZ/V series.

Features/Benefits

- Automatically read the value of gauge through camera shooting
- AI feature creates visual measurement data through camera shooting
- Continuously reading feature detects anomaly condition in real-time
- Significantly reduce the workload of observing staff by centralized control of scattered equipment

Graphics

- Edge processing
- Narrowband communication for inference result
- Reduction of communication costs by edge processing except for management of personal information

Target Markets and Applications

- Maintenance & inspection of plant/factory/building
- Checking equipment operating status of facilities

https://www.nsw.co.jp/english/e_jigyo.html
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